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Art and Well Being – a VS program elective 2009
How art is related to one’s well being
how art can unite a community as a whole
- the healing power of art 
- the expressive power of art
- Art as language
- Art as healing
Art and Well Being – a VS program elective 2009
An interdisciplinary approach:
anthropology, psychology, philosophy, neuroscience
memories, trauma 
art therapy, art and community
Art and Well Being – a VS program elective 2009
First person experience
art making process
artistic workshop
genuine artistic creativity
the ‘flow’ in creative process
expressiveness
the meaning of art beyond artistic quality
Art and Well Being – a VS program elective 2009
Service-Learning and Research Scheme 
(SLRS) 
- allows students to integrate hands-on service learning  
experience with theories concerning art and well being  
taught in the class 
- realization of theories and knowledge transfer
Service-Learning and Research Scheme (SLRS)
- 2 groups  
- The Neighborhood Advice-action Council Harmony Manor 
intellectual disabled adults
art as language
- The Wai Kwan Centre, Un Long
Southeast Asian children
art as expression
The Neighborhood Advice-action Council Harmony Manor
5 students
service clients: intellectual disabled adults
The Neighborhood Advice-action Council Harmony Manor
service objective: 
use art to facilitate communication and enhance confidence   
The Neighborhood Advice-action Council Harmony Manor
four 2-hour creative workshops
once a week
music, painting, tinfoil sculpture
realize the relationship between art and senses
promote imagination, facilitate expression 
art as a language for communication
Drawing with Music
• music associated with nature
• birds singing, river flowing, raining etc 
• promote imagination: animals or elements in 
nature
• paint the visions
• medium: oil pastel, marker, stickers
Draw and Tell
• talk about their visions
• opportunities to tell the story within drawing
• a better understanding of each individual in the group
Sharing
Visualization of thoughts
Firework Drawing
• show firework clips and pictures 
• encourage imagination


Understanding the self
• Aluminum Foil Sculpture
• use aluminum foil
• make body sculpture
• learn to appreciate their body
• Self Portrait
• observe facial features
• express inner self image
Circle Painting
• pre-cut circles in different sizes
• various colours
• encourage to draw circles
• free association with things in circle
• stimulate imagination and creativity
• collaborative drawing




The Wai Kwan Centre
Southeast Asian children  
The Wai Kwan Centre
Service Objectives:
use art to promote self identity and unite a community as a whole  
The Wai Kwan Centre
4 students
- four 2-hour creative workshops
- games, painting, music, drama, dance
- art as exploratory play
- use art as expression of inner self
to get a group engaged and united
Games

Make your own card

Sharing of the wishes
Drama



Singing and dancing
Singing and dancing
Make your own instrument



Difficulties encountered
• communicate with minority groups 
• unexpected arising situation
• behavioral problems
• time management
• writing proposals
Students’ reflection
• knowledge transfer
• enhance leadership and teamwork spirit
• more confident in problem solving
• gain satisfaction through service
• provide new vision and new insight
Knowledge transfer
Realization of theories
1. art and senses
2. Creativity: a safe and self-directive platform
3. art without an aesthetic concern
4. genuine creativity and satisfaction 
5. art and language
Students’ reflection
Knowledge transfer
“One of the participants [mentally disabled] cannot speak clearly … 
his drawing visualizes his thought and he could talk about his idea 
more clearly after the drawing.”
“The participant is old and deaf, and he was very passive in the 
first two sessions. But during the session of doing aluminum sculpture, 
he became very active and totally engaged.”
“Creativities break the language barrier between us [students and 
Southeast Asian children].” 
“Looking at their art is like entering their world of thought”
Students’ reflection
Knowledge transfer
“All the works are not judged by aesthetic standard.”
“They [the artwork] are very different from the drawings I saw in 
ordinary life…. The important thing in appreciating these works is to 
understand how they [the mentally disabled] see the world and how they 
think”
“We only provided them with materials and colours. The participants 
drew freely in their own will.” 
Students’ reflection
Leadership and problem solving
“I have learnt many social skills through the service such as 
communication skill and the importance of teamwork spirit.”
“I realize that sometimes a minor change of a planned activity can 
facilitate a better and more interesting experience for the whole 
group.”
“Different unexpected situations arose in each session. We needed to 
re-adjust our plan.”
“I am now more confident in facing new challenges and be able to 
adopt changes for problem solving.”
Students’ reflection
Social engagement
“My personal goal is to know them [Southeast Asian children] well one 
by one, starting from remembering their names which are quite 
difficult to pronounce and memorize.” 
“We all live in Hong Kong, and shall care for one another. By doing 
so, we shall unite the society as a whole.” 
“This was my first experience of serving the disabled. I realize that 
nothing should be taken for granted.”
“I would like to work with an NGO in future.”
Students’ reflection
New visions
“I had an enjoyable experience with the mentally disabled. When I saw 
their beautiful images, I felt so happy.”
“They [the mentally disabled] are just like us.”
“I love the children’s innocence and directness. They wear all their 
emotion on their face.”
Students’ reflection
Art and well being
• art as image writing
• release inner emotion
• visualize abstract thoughts
• facilitates comunication
• promote sharing of thoughts
• no emphasis on aesthetic value
Art and Well Being – a VS program elective 2009
Service-Learning and Research Scheme 
(SLRS)
- realization of theories 
- knowledge transfer
- enhance leadership and team spirit
- social commitment
Serving is not giving, but taking responsibility
Learn to serve
Thank you!
